Ozone therapy with local cellular immune modulation and disc progenitor cell implant is safe, effective and efficient
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Low Back Pain (LBP) is a major cause of morbidity with significant economic impact through loss of work (15% in the United Kingdom). Additionally, there is the cost of health care and social support for the affected individual and their family. It is estimated that more than half the population (49%-70%) will experience significant LBP during their lives. Point preval ...
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Treatment of trans-scaphoid perilunate injuries of the wrist presents a clinical challenge for patients and the treating hand surgeon. In the past, traditional treatment consisted of combined volar and dorsal approaches, repair of all of the involved ligaments, screw fixation of the scaphoid fracture, and immobilization until the scaphoid is radiographically united. W ...

Universal S-shaped Lateral Approach of the Ankle and Hind foot: Technical Tip
The operative treatment of the unstable cavovarus foot is a multi-level procedure and comprises of a combination of osteotomies and soft tissue procedures. ...

Comparision of transpatellar and medial parapatellar tendon approach in tibial intramedullary nailing for treatment of fracture shaft of tibia

Pacinian corpuscle neuroma: A rare case report with review of Literature